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From Self-help to Charity in
Disability Service: the Jairos Jiri
Association in Zimbabwe
PATRICK DEVLIEGER
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

ABSTRACT In today’ s Zimbabwe, an extended network of institutions which serve persons with

disabilities are the legacy of Jairos Jiri, one of the greatest African philanthropists. Started as

a personal initiative to help Africans with disabilities, it became part of a larger self-help

movement in colonial Rhodesia. This movement was characterized by the idea to establish

independent African-controlled schools and black-run business ventures in an effort to uplift

Africans. Jiri’ s activities started as early as 1945 but gained momentum in the early 1950s with

the establishment of a leather shop followed by institutional expansion all over the country. The

period 1950± 60 is characterized by Jairos Jiri’ s effort to build African consciousness and the

solicitation of ® nancial support for Africans with disabilities. In this process, the ® nancial

contributions from non-Africans and from overseas, institutional expansion, and the idea in the

1960 that political control would uplift Africans overshadowed Jiri’ s self-help philosophy. In the

1980s and 1990s, disability advocates portrayed the Association in terms of charity rather than

self-help thus underestimating the liberating role Jairos Jiri played prior to independence. This

article challenges the assumption that the Jairos Jiri Association is merely an institutional effort,

devoid of the liberating philosophy of the disability movement.

Introduction

Many people in Zimbabwe spontaneously link the thought of handicap or disability

to `Jairos Jiri’ . This indicates that the name of the founder of what became a

movement is much part of Zimbabwean public discourse. In contrast, professionals

and advocates recognize and sometimes criticize Jairos Jiri as an `institutional’ effort

which favors an attitude of charity as opposed to the much younger disability

movement which advocates an integrated community-based approach. Referring to

Jairos Jiri, it was recently stated by a disability advocate that the `role of institutions

is to help us by controlling us, not liberating us from all that holds us down’

(Charlton, 1993). Such statements re¯ ect an enormous digression from `self-help’ ,

the idea that people with disabilities do things for themselves and are self-suf® cient

contributors to their communities, the very foundation of Jairos Jiri’ s movement.

In this artic le, I explore the evolution from self-help to charity. My ® ndings are

for the most part based on newspaper articles which appeared between 1950± 60 in
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40 P. Devlieger

the Bantu Mirror. First, I consider the charisma of the man Jairos Jiri. Second, I

outline the idea of self-help in the colonial context. Third, I interpret the shift from

self-help to charity by looking at the interface between self-help, race and institu-

tional development.

Jairos Jiri

The beginnings of the Jairos Jiri movement could hardly be described without also

giving credit to the charisma of the man. Virtually uneducated and only having held

several menial jobs, the pitiful sight of the `cripples and blind persons he saw go

a-begging in Bulawayo from store to store to be given a morsel of food and at other

times to be kicked away like unwanted dogs’ [1] perhaps precipitated Jairos Jiri’ s

interest in the plight of these people. About his motives, he said `It was a pain I felt

in my chest when I saw these people and it became worse every time I saw another’

(Farquhar, 1987, p. 18).

Jairos Jiri’ s unique personality characteristics contributed much to his success.

The ® rst, undoubtedly, was a great amount of stubbornness. Despite ongoing

dif® culties, ® nancial as well as problems of loyalty in the formation of the organiza-

tion, Jiri stubbornly continued to do what he thought he had to do. The other trait

was his ability to reach out to audiences and gain support, which he successfully

used as a fund-raiser for the organization. Moreover, no immediate personal gain

resulted from Jiri’ s activities. To the contrary, his biography reveals that Jairos Jiri’ s

attachment to his activities resulted in several divorces and that he never enriched

his family (Farquhar, 1987). Because of this lack of seeking personal advantage he

was described by one journalist as the `the unassuming and unknighted gallant of

Southern Rhodesia’ [2]. Others described him as the continent’ s most famous

African philanthropist (Iliffe, 1987).

Self-help

As an initiative for Africans by Africans, the Jairos Jiri activities became part of a

larger movement of self-help in the colonial context of the 1950s. The movement

was mostly characterized by the development of independent African-controlled

institutions and services, especially in the ® eld of education. The Nyatsime College

scheme, conceived by Stanlake Samkange, is an example of the most successful and

ambitious educational project (West, 1990). The rationale for such development

centered on elevating Africans economically. Only after the 1960s would political

control become a condition for African independence.

The idea of self-help applied equally in the ® eld of philanthropy. Philanthropy

is understood here as the goodness one person does to another person without

assuming any direct gain. This more inclusive de® nition must be distinguished from

a more narrow de® nition which stresses upon the building and supporting of a

® nancial and administrative system in support of philanthropic activities. Jairos Jiri

was successful in both interpretations and his movement thus formed a notable

exception in the trend of self-help initiatives in philanthropy. West (1990) notes that
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From Self-help to Charity 41

attempts to ® nance projects of a philanthropic nature were generally more notable

for their attempts than for what they actually accomplished for two reasons: (a) the

generally low disposable incomes of Africans, and (b) the non-existence of a

non-kinship philanthropic tradition among Africans in Southern Rhodesia. Jairos Jiri

built his movement on extensive kinship networks and obtained the voluntary

cooperation of people such as a basketmaker and a cobbler who helped train the

people with disabilities whom Jairos Jiri wanted to help (see Farquhar 1987, p. 23).

Referring to self-help, the Jiri movement placed itself within the frame of

political dependence. A letter to the Chief Native Commissioner reads: `The

South-Rhodesian Government has done tremendous work for the African in many

ways. To show appreciation and gratitude for this work, I feel the African himself at

this stage must do something in the way of helping himself and thus relieving the

Government, by a hundredth of the good work they have so far done, are doing at

present and will do in future for the black man’ [3].

As an African philanthropic initiative for persons with disabilities relying on the

idea of self-help, the Jairos Jiri Association met a favorable colonial climate. The

depression of the 1930s and the political urgency from riots in the West Indies led

to the establishment of a Social Welfare Committee colonial of® ce by the late 1930s .

Patterned along South African lines, the development of social welfare services in

Southern Rhodesia limited services to non-Africans. An ideology of community

development replaced the social welfare motif in the 1940s. British administrators in

Africa promoted this idea to encourage untrained African initiative rather than

depend on trained professional European social workers. It was `constructive’ rather

than `remedial’ , active and vigorous rather than patient and gradual (Iliffe, 1987).

This climate may have helped the Jairos Jiri Association obtain initial municipal

support in 1952 followed by government grants in 1956, and overseas support in the

early 1960s. Further, as a secular movement, the Jairos Jiri movement represented

a genuinely African initiative. In 1942, provision for African persons with disabilities

was lim ited to one mission school for the blind, an old age home in Salisbury, and

some individual care at mission stations. Apart from some small grants to missions,

the state accepted no responsibility for the welfare of African children (Iliffe, 1987).

In the 1960s , the Bulawayo municipality developed an extensive system of welfare.

This system, headed by Dr E. H. Ashton, became the administrative force of the Jiri

movement. The growth of the Association between 1950 and 1960 bene® tted from

these developments in colonial Rhodesia. Although Jairos Jiri started operations

around 1945, not until 1950 did his activities progress and receive public support.

On October 15, 1950 the Bulawayo City Council granted permission to occupy a

building for his training scheme (Farquhar, 1987). Jairos Jiri recalled this date as the

start of his work in rehabilita tion.

Much of the criticism of contemporary disability advocates results from the

education of the political liberation in Zimbabwe, which obviously was absent in

Jiri’ s work. However, such criticism underestimates the liberating role Jairos Jiri

played prior to independence. The liberating role of the Jairos Jiri movement must

be judged in the context of the conditions akin to apartheid which existed in the

urban areas for all Africans in colonial Zimbabwe until the mid nineteen seventies.
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42 P. Devlieger

When Jairos Jiri was founded in Bulawayo, an African man was almost the legal

property of his employer, had no vote, could not own land and was legally referred

to as a `boy’ . Within such a context, Jairos Jiri had a liberating impact on the most

dehumanizing aspect of begging and poverty which coexisted with the conditions of

the urban situation imposed on Africans.

Self-help and Philanthropy

The idea that people with disabilities needed to be trained in order to do something

for themselves is essential in the idea of self-help. Within the context of philan-

thropy, this was linked to a truly human concern. `This [human concern], more than

anything else, convinced [Jairos Jiri] of the necessity of teaching [persons with

disabilities] to work for themselves and to lead a life as respectable and useful as that

led by normal people everywhere’ [4]. In this sense, Jairos Jiri was pictured as `a

symbol of what the Africans were doing to help themselves and their people to-day’

[5]. Training and teaching has been fundamental in the concept of self-help and

uplifting unfortunate people, rather than political action.

The adverb describing Jiri’ s intentions as `truly’ human demands an expla-

nation. It has been argued that the development of services for persons who are

disabled arises not necessarily because of human concern but sometimes from an

effort to exclude them from the mainstream of society. Essentially this view implies

that there is something inherently wrong with persons with disabilities (Ryan &

Thomas, 1987). Proof that Jairos Jiri held the opposite view resides on his statement

that persons with disabilities can do something for themselves if given the opportunity.

Jiri argued in an interview with the Bantu Mirror: `if only they got something on

which to make a start, they are prepared to help themselves’ [6]. The ® rst products

produced by the persons with physical disabilities in the leather workshop under-

lined that people with disabilities can do things. This was communicated effectively

in the press as the title of a Bantu Mirror article reads: `Cripples do excellent shoe

repairing’ . The theme that people with disabilities are able of doing something

worthwhile is still very popular in contemporary Zimbabwe. `Disability does not

mean inability’ is a slogan often heard [7].

Self-help and Race

The Jairos Jiri Association originated in an African initiative. But its growth de-

pended on support from individuals and institutions across racial groups. Farquhar

(1987) notes that Jiri was stimulated in taking initiative by a contact with American

Airforce Of® cers, and the explanation of what was done for people with disabilities,

`particularly by the Negro people in America who banded together to help their

disabled World War I veterans, and the support this received from both their

Government and the public ’ (p. 20).

Initial support for Jiri’ s activities came from the Bulawayo City Council, which

offered Jiri a place free of rent for his workshop. Later the Council also proved

helpful in the development of the Association [8]. As Jairos Jiri chose an institutional
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From Self-help to Charity 43

approach to promote self-help for persons with disabilities, support soon translated

into money, and directly re¯ ected upon the economic relations between the races.

The existence of a philanthropic tradition (see Boswell 1988), the availability of

monetary resources, and the institutional direction of Jiri’ s activities placed whites in

a position of supporting the Jairos Jiri movement. Such support became especially

visible in donations at the occasion of the yearly Christmas party [9, 10]. Some

white businesses and ® rms contributed ® nancially to the Jairos Jiri Association.

More importantly, charity, as an institutional concept for the care of persons with

disabilities, originated in western thought (Stiker, 1982). For this reason, such

support appealed more to whites than it could to blacks as a rightful solution to the

plight of persons with disabilities.

Two Europeans ® gured prominently in the Bantu Mirror, partly because of

their positions in the colonial government which assigned them to work for the

improvement of African conditions. The Bulawayo City Council Director of African

Administration, Dr E. H. Ashton, served as Chairman of the Committee of the

African Physically Defective Society, thus adding a great deal of white in¯ uence to

the movement. Another early white supporter of the Jiri movement, the Reverend

Percy Ibbotson, was the Organizing Secretary of the Federation of Native Welfare

Societies in Southern Rhodesia (see Ibbotson, 1943). Ibbotson placed the move-

ment in a larger framework. At one Christmas party he stated `that the coming

together of Africans and Europeans would arouse in the hearts of the African people

a greater interest in the valuable work being done for the African cripples’ [11]. His

comment indicated that the movement was an occasion for Africans and Europeans

to come together. The Jiri movement, however, never intended to subvert the

differences between the two races. It operated within those differences but intended,

through self-help, to improve the situation of Africans.

Support from the Indian community, too, is reported at several occasions.

Starting with in-kind support for a Christmas party by an Indian couple [12] and

clothes donated by the Indian community [13], Indian support gradually became

larger. Expressing gratitude for a gift from the Indian Community of Bulawayo,

Jairos Jiri wrote in 1956 that the gesture `continued the friendliness the Indians had

towards the Africans’ [14]. Support by the Indian community also became en-

meshed within a political agenda designed to make the differences between the

Indian and European culture more understandable and acceptable. Indians started

gift giving at the occasion of their Christmas, implying that they had their own

Christmas and that it also involved helping the disadvantaged. The subtitle of a

Bantu Mirror article , on the occasion of a major gift by the British India Association,

read: `It Is Part Of Our Religion To Help The Needy’ . Gifts for the Jairos Jiri

movement re¯ ected Indian interest in a more positive pro® le in society as well as the

ambiguity of their contribution to the welfare of Africans. The secretary of the

Indian Association `expressed the hope that there will be more assistance from the

members of [Jairos Jiri’ s] community in the future’ [15], suggesting that if African

support had existed, there would have been no need for Indian support. On the

same occasion, Dr Ashton explained that the Committee of the Society was an

inter-racial one with Europeans, Indians, Coloreds and Africans. Thus he paid
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44 P. Devlieger

tribute to the involvement of the Indian group in the Society but also, by citing the

different races in this particular order, he consolidated the Society’ s work on the

hierarchy between the races.

Although support came from different racial groups [16], the very idea of

self-help founded on trying to manage without outside help [17]. The initial lack of

support by Africans for Jiri’ s initiatives was widely reported, partly as a result of Jiri’ s

major efforts to gain such support.

Jiri encouraged Africans to join hands to help those who cannot help them-

selves. Contemporaries of Jiri claim ed that `when Africans cease to ® nd fault with

one another and work together for their welfare they are capable of achieving what

any group of workers would achieve for themselves’ [18]. In a more positive vein, Jiri

argued that `unless Africans join together and work for that which is for the common

good of their poor people, there can be no hope for a bright future’ [19]. In his

argument, Jiri was addressing all Africans, not only the so-called `enlightened

Africans’ [20].

Although Jiri received much support from Africans in his early efforts, both

in-kind and some ® nancially, requests for support became more and more solicited

in ® nancial terms, especially as the organization became larger. On many different

occasions, ® nancial support from the African community was solicited. Jiri at-

tempted to point out the indifference with which his Society had been treated by the

African community in 1953, thus re¯ ecting the ® nancial needs of his philanthropic

activity [21]. From a more European-colonial perspective, Ashton stated in 1955

that `African people should learn to help sufferers for the sake of helping. They must

not always expect to receive rewards for what they do’ [22]. Jiri appealed to

respected Africans for support and received it. One such person was Mr Sipamban-

iso Kumalo, described as a well-known reserve man of Matabeleland. Kumalo

reiterated Jiri’ s appeal maintaining that it was the duty of the African people to help

their poor people ® nancially and gave an example by giving a certain amount of

money to the society [23].

Recurrent ® nancial problems, much the result of the institutional approach,

forced the Jairos Jiri Association to organize a variety of fund-raising approaches (i.e.

concerts, appeals to a variety of donors, such as missions but more successfully,

government institutions). On his fund-raising tours, Jiri never failed to bring these

problems back to African people in the villages and townships; nor did he fail to

communicate them unequivocally to the press. A 1955 article entitled `Physically

Defective Society Cannot Make Ends Meet’ , reported Jiri’ s desperate appeal for

funds. The article revealed that at that time only one African, a retired member of

the British-South African Police, sent the Society a yearly donation [24].

In an effort to increase the involvement of Africans, a committee was formed in

Bulawayo consisting of Africans. The committee’ s purpose focused on fund-raising

in the African townships. Jiri stressed at the occasion that `The Society is for all

Africans’ . Others added that help had been forthcoming from people who were

non-Africans [25].

The support from Africans appeared to increase in 1957. Under the title,

`Africans respond to fund for handicapped’ , one article reported that Africans,
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From Self-help to Charity 45

mostly business people, contributed donations towards the building of a new center.

On that occasion, Jiri commented that it was not a good thing for Africans to leave

fund-raising to other races [26]. Similarly, senior African employees from a tobacco

® rm contributed to the Society in 1958 [27].

Jiri explained in a 1958 interview that `the apparent lack of [® nancial] support

from the majority of Africans is by no means due to apathy and unwillingness but

because most of them, particularly the rural Africans, are ill-informed of the

fundamental reasons for which the Society is in existence’ [28]. Perhaps Jiri was too

well aware that the philanthropic idea, reduced to a ® nancial contribution, was

foreign to many Africans and that it needed an explanation. At the same time, the

concept was a familiar one for members of other races, which contributed to his

success.

In my opinion, Jiri could have Africanized his call for support some more [29],

for example, by using expressions that appealed to Africans. However, by doing so,

he might have turned away the support of Europeans. Jiri relied on African resources

for the work and organization of the movement. He also relied on African cultural

notions of human relations. Farquhar (1987) notes that `[Jairos Jiri] could not

accept that no God, or ancestral spirit, would give credit to a man who allowed to

beg or starve Ð or both’ . Much less could he rely on cultural concepts that disability

arises from punishment caused by supernatural phenomena which impeded action

in favor of persons with disabilities. Much work still needs to be done in clarifying

a cultural concept of disability in Africa (see Mallory, 1993; Devlieger, 1995).

Self-help and Institutional Development

The 10-year period between 1950 and 1960 is certainly the most important in terms

of institutional development. Jiri was an African expansionist in the true sense of the

word. Starting in Bulawayo with a shoe repair shop which eventually developed in

a large center, a new branch was launched in Salisbury (now Harare) in 1955 [30],

followed by one in Fort Victoria (now Masvingo) in 1959 [31].

By the turn of the 1960s, Jairos Jiri had established centers for persons with

disabilities all over the country in an ever expanding effort to serve persons with

disabilities. This lead to national and international recognition over the next 20 years

of his life. Part of the recognition resulted in international study-tours, the ® rst of

which he started in 1960 leading him on a eight month trip to the United States,

Britain, Ghana and Nigeria [32]. This would eventually result in international

fund-raising efforts to relieve the increasing ® nancial burden of a growing insti-

tution.

Discussion

Jiri’ s ideas of self-help contain a very positive ¯ avor, both for persons who are

disabled as well as for Africans in general. However, the idea of self-help as a

framing idea lost its impact with the institutional development and gave way to the

idea of charity. This is due to the nature of organizational development in a rapidly
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46 P. Devlieger

growing movement. The need for effective ® scal management became an end in

itself. The result of this expanding institutional development and the growing

® nancial burden may eventually have focused more attention on the institution and

ultimately on fund-raising and charity while helping people help themselves assumed

a subsidiary role. This development grew into a major crisis of the Jiri association in

the early 1980s. In more recent years, the movement has been viewed by people with

disabilities as controlling versus liberating. Self-help also became less important due

to the larger political movements in Zimbabwe. As reconciliation became the

important word in post-independence Zimbabwe, rehabilitation efforts became

geared toward integration as opposed to institutional efforts and expectations from

the government rather than private initiatives. Lastly, Jairos Jiri’ s death in 1982 also

is likely to have contributed to the change in focus, since the movement was heavily

dependent on the man’ s vision and charisma.

The original efforts of Jiri certainly intended for people with disabilities to help

themselves and resulted in many people working in integrated employment. Initial

objectives included rehabilitating for open [33] and self-employment [34], but as

few positions were available, the Association also provided sheltered employment

[35]. By adopting this enlarged role, the Association assumed the position of taking

society’ s burden. The over-zealousness of the Association may have worked against

its own good and its noble intentions. In later years, some parents perceived the

Jairos Jiri association as a possibility of relinquishing responsibility over children with

a disability. In professional arenas, the alienating effects of institutionalization

became criticized. As institutions, some of Jiri’ s centers may have contributed to the

alienation of persons with disabilities rather than to their self-help.

The idea of self-help as an initiative of Africans for Africans by Africans was

certainly used to increase awareness among the African groups. However, in practice

the movement ¯ ourished within the framework of an existing racial hierarchy in

colonial society. As an institutional and philanthropic initiative , Jiri’ s work found

acceptance among the Europeans rulers, as well as among Indian groups, who

contributed with private and government funding. The formation of a multi-racial

executive committee contributed to the erosion of the idea of self-help in the

management of the association. Further, although it is part of the self-help idea not

to depend on charity but to rely on one’ s own resources, in practice, the mainte-

nance and expansion of the institutions demanded ever increasing fund-raising

efforts. It can thus be concluded that self-help in philanthropy as it was practiced in

the Jairos Jiri movement became interspersed with eclectic concerns that made

things work.

Perhaps Jiri’ s most lasting contribution is the genuine concern for the human

person in any African and any person with a disability by an African person. Given

the opportunity, as Jiri argued, such a person can do as well just as anybody else.

Within the sometimes stormy institutional development of the Association, this

message may have been overshadowed at times. The Association, in its continuing

effort to serve individuals with disabilities, would bene® t by reminding itself at times

of the initial idea of self-help. The history of philanthropy in Africa may bene® t by

preserving this original contribution.
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December, 1953.

[8] For example the City Council would lend a hall to the Society for fund raising purposes,

The Bantu Mirror, 12 March, 1955.

[9] Dr Ashton, Chairman of the Committee of the African Physically Defective pointed out

that the Christmas Party in 1954 was primarily made possible by the support of Europeans,

The Bantu Mirror, 8 January, 1955.

[10] The Bantu Mirror, 2 January, 1954. Under the title `Mr Jiri Thanks Helpers’ , persons and

institutions who freely gave donations for the Christmas party are listed. All monetary

contributions came from whites, an in-kind contribution, vegetables, was contributed by a

black person.

[11] The Bantu Mirror, 26 December, 1953.

[12] The Bantu Mirror, 31 December, 1955.

[13] The Bantu Mirror, 18 April, 1953.

[14] The Bantu Mirror, 10 November, 1956.

[15] The Bantu Mirror, 27 December, 1958.

[16] No evidence was found of systematic support by coloreds.

[17] The Bantu Mirror, 21 February, 1953.

[18] The Bantu Mirror, 7 February, 1953.

[19] The Bantu Mirror, 18 April, 1953.

[20] In an article in The Bantu M irror, 7 February, 1953, entitled `The Needs of the Needy’ , the

argument is made that enlightened Africans can help their less fortunate people especially

by supporting already existing European-sponsored organization such as the Red Cross and

the Prisoners’ Aid Society. Doing so, they would gain a lot of knowledge as well as

encourage those Europeans already interested in the welfare of Africans.

[21] The Bantu Mirror, 18 April, 1953.

[22] The Bantu Mirror, 8 January, 1955.

[23] The Bantu Mirror, 25 September, 1954.

[24] The Bantu Mirror, 12 March, 1955.

[25] The Bantu Mirror, 7 July, 1956.
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[26] The Bantu Mirror, 28 September, 1957.

[27] The Bantu Mirror, 19 April, 1958.

[28] The Bantu Mirror, 25 January, 1958.

[29] I especially am thinking here about the idea of `harambee’ as it was promulgated by Jomo

Kenyatta, the First President of Kenya.

[30] The Bantu Mirror, 26 February, 1955.

[31] The Bantu Mirror, 30 May, 1959.

[32] The Bantu Mirror, 19 April, 1960.

[33] Discussing the necessity of a new center, Jiri said: `It is our duty to teach them a job and

then rehabilitate them in society’ , The Bantu M irror, 30 May, 1959.

[34] To assist persons with disabilities who quali® ed in a particular trade, modern equipment

was provided to facilitate opening a shop and make a lively start in business, The Bantu

Mirror, 7 July, 1956.

[35] See, for example, The Bantu Mirror, 14 September, 1957.
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